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A b s t r a c t  

Many paper engineering drawings are still in use 
and there is a demand for reliable means of transform- 
ing them into digital information and incorporating 
them into a CAD (Computer Aided Design) system. 
To be efficiently used, paper engineering drawings di- 
mensions must be analysed allowing for example 3D 
model interpretation. 

We describe the two majors parts of our system: 
vectorization and dimension identification. The first 
part, vectorization, uses a specific algorithm to rec- 
ognize as soon as possible, text and arrows. This is 
a typical case where a priori knowledge can be intro- 
duced w well in low-level processing as a t  higher-level. 
The second part is achieved in the same way, finding as 
soon as possible some acceptable dimension. Two dif- 
ferent~ actors are introduce two implement the dimen- 
sion identification: the "Grouper", which groups ele- 
ments, trying to build dimensions, and the "Checker" 
which controls the validity of the set of grouped ele- 
ments. These two actors are working alternately and 
share a common view of the drawing. 

The lS' low-level part, is already implemented in 
C. The 2nd, the high-level one is implemented in Ob- 
jective-C, which seems powerful for handling the com- 
plexity of the system. We conclude with remainings 
problems and furthers works. 

1 Vectorization and Symbols Ex- 
traction. 

The vectorization is the start  point of the analysis 
system, and the whole interpretation depends of the 
precision of the extracted symbols. The vectorization 
must be as complete as possible. The basic vectoriza- 
tion is processed by the REDRAW system [I], which 
provide a set of vectors and a connected component 
tree including the relations between them. The advan- 
tage of this structure is that immediate access to topo- 
logical relations and to pixels is always possible [11,3] 
Components are also defined with their contours. 

However, this vectorization is not sufficient to al- 
low the analysis of the dimensions. We must add more 
specific processing stage for taking into account the 
characteristic entities of the dimensions, which are ar- 
rows, text and thin lines. A good recognition of these 
elements are essential for the detection of the entire 
dimension. 

Thin lines can be easily separated from the others 
by consideration of thickness, computed in the vector- 
ization step, but arrows and text can be seen = com- 
posite symbols, and need a specific process [I]. Text 
is extracted from graphic by analysing the connected 
component structure, area and density (81, and fur- 
ther, characters are grouped into strings. This method 
do not require recognition of individual character, and 
work in any direction, even slanted one. 

Often, arrows are very small symbols and their 
recognition is essential to go on the analysis. To avoid 
big and irreversible distortions, their detection must 
take place before vectorization, just after polygonal 
approximation. A lot of methods are known to solve 
this classical pattern matching problem: subgraph iso- 
morphism [9,12], Hough transform, or looking for main 
domain features, in this case a triangular form. This 
is the method we have chosen [I]. 

The result is a set of possible arrows. Some of 
them are not arrow, but this is not a serious problem, 
because the next stage will detect them as bad ones. 
Figure 1 shows the results of textlgraphic separation 
and arrows detection. 

2 Dimension Analysis and Draw- 
ing Association. 

Localization and recognition of dimensions is an es- 
sential contribution to a complete understanding of 
the whole drawing. We use two kinds of knowledge 
representation: knowledge represented by rules and 
knowledge represented by grammar. 

Different elements can be a part of a dimension: 
text, arrow, shape, witness, tail and contour. Figure 
2 shows these different parts. 



Figure 1: Arrows detection and Text/Graphic separa- 
tion. Recognized arrows and texts are boxed on this 
figure. 

Figure 2: Different parts form a dimension: text, ar- 
row, shape, witness, tail and contour. 

The graphical representation used in technical doc- 
uments are most of time very strongly structured, fol- 
lowing a set of well known rules. Our idea is to use 
as much as possible these rules to lead the interpreta- 
tion. Dori [6,7] has studied recognition of dimensions; 
his method consists of a ayntactical analysis of the di- 
mensions. A grammar describes all possitde dimension 
types and there is a subgrammar for text recognition. 
The grammar's rules enable the recognition of any di- 
mension in a mechanical drawing. The checking part 
of our work is based on his method. 

On the other side, we use domain knowledge to 
build gradually dimensions. Our global strategy is 
first, t o  find ordinary dimensions, and later, to find 
more complex ones. I t  is important to provide as 
quickly as possible high-level entities for allowing to 
be more selective in the next choices. To achieve 
this strategy, we have introduced two "actors": the 
Grouper which try to build dimensions, and the Chec. 
ker which controls the validity of the grouped ele- 
ments. 

A permanent dialogue is set up between the two 
actors, until a final solution is founded. The two actors 
are working alternately, and share a common view of 

the drawing. As the work is going on, their behaviour 
is changing with respect to previous success or fails in 
the grouping or recognition steps. They become more 
and more selective as the system is going on. Back- 
tracking to previous data, pixels data for example, is 
even possible. Next two subsections give details about 
the Grouper and the Checker idea. 

2.1 The Grouper 

The Grouper handles essentialy domain knowledge ru- 
les, and dimension building algorithms. He has to sug- 
gest something supposed to be a dimension, applying 
knowledge rules. He takes into account the previous 
success or fails to suggest a new dimension. For exam- 
ple, text already included in a recognized dimension 
cannot be used once more. Previous suggestions which 
have lead to fail are shut out. 

The Grouper must also give response to Checker 
requests. For instance, a request can be: looking for 
segment that is in contact with the arrow head. The 
research is provided by applying knowledge rules, and 
the Grouper computes only one group a t  each time, 
waiting for the Checker response. In the same time, 
the Grouper keeps in order a failure list (which con- 
tains the trouble of bad dimensions), and knows ex- 
actly the last primitive he has proposed, the methods 
that have been tested and the next dinlension propo- 
sition to do. 

2.2 The Checker 

According to the grammar, the Checker analyses the 
Grouper's proposition. There are three kinds of pos- 
sible responses: 

the candidate dimension is fully recognized by 
the grammar, 

a request to the Grouper is necessary to com- 
plete the dimension, 

the proposed tlimension leads a t  any state in the 
grammar. 

There are specific actions for each case: updating re- 
sults when the dimension is recognized, searching for 
drawing to be associate to the dimension, or, in the 
last case, failure memorization. 

Figure 3 gives a global view of the tlialogue be- 
tween the two actors. 

3 Implementation, Results and Fu- 
tur Works. 

The usual language for image processing development 
is the C language. Vectorization and symbols extrac- 
tion is implemented in C and provides all the prinii- 
tives: vectors, arrows and text detection. 

Dimension analysis and drawing a.qsociation is cur- 
rently under implementation in Objective-C [5] .  It is 
easier to separate all the algorithms of the different 
steps, and to test quickly a lot of different heuristics 
with local changes [4]. 
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Figure 3: Dialognc br twre~l  the two actors. A global 

The Object-Oriented approach [lo] allows data  ab- 
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straction aud code sharing. Obvious objects such as 
segment, vector, arrow, text. .  . are described by differ- 
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ent clwses, without worry about the physical rrpresen- 
tation. Algorithms antl test steps arc easy to  set up 
class by class. This approach also allows to  describe 
separately dinlensions categories even when character- 
istics are t o  be shared. Moreover, if this cutting is a 
good copy of the world, the recognition algorithms will 
be quasi similar to  human raisoning. 
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During the development, as soon as a class become 
too complex, that  is the methods it knows and the in- 
stance varial)lcs becornr too important, anothrr elms 
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is often crcatrd to do;tl each othrr with an raqit!l. pro\)- 
lcm. Actually, three major clmses i~nplcment the dia- 
l o g ~ ~ ~  l)ct.weo~~ the Grouper antl tlir Cl~cckt,r: one for 
the Grouper, one for t , l~e Chrckor antl the last one for 
the Drawing. The Grou~)cr class co r~ t i t i~~s  the ~nethods 
which build gradually tlimer~sions itccording previous 
results (snccoss or fails). T h r  Clleckrr clihqs knows all 
methods that  are in relation with thr  gramnrar ant1 
the a ~ ~ t o ~ n i i t o n .  The Drawing class tlrals with tlriiwing 
information: where arr arrows, is there c.orrosponding 
tcxt, what about actually recognized di~ne~lsion.  . .The  
bitmap instance variable is also know11 by the Drawing 
class. 

For the t i~ne ,  the diiilogr~e affects tllc! Gro111)c'r ant1 
the Checker, and tllc!re is possibility to go 1)itc.k to 
the image pixcbls in cay(: of it~nt)iguit,y. It is t110ro- 
fore reasonable to add uscr interaction at tllr i t~~alysis 
process in order to  correct errors and solve it1111)igui- 
ties [2]. This part will be intograted in the systcrn~ i~11(1. 

to  increase interaction bctwern low-lcvcl and 11ight- 
-level, the low-level part, will 1)~: i111l)lt~11ic!11tot1 too iu 
Objective-C. 
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